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with and cope with suffering, misfortune and waste. It is this sense of 
understanding (not isolated pearls of wisdom) that is the 'message' of 
a tragedy, that the great playwright imparts. This is well put in T. S. 
Eliot's essay 'Shakespeare and the Stoicism of Seneca', where he argues 
that it is the quality of the emotional expression rather than the quality 
of the philosophy which makes literature great, which makes it 'strong, 

DECISION AND RESPONSIBILITY IN THE 

true and informative . . . useful and beneficial in the sense in which TRAGEDY OF AESCHYLUS 
poetry is useful and beneficial'. 'All great poetry' Eliot writes 'gives the 
illusion of a view of life . . . for every precise emotion tends towards 
intellectual formulation'. ALBIN LESKY 

'Illusion'? Maybe: but emphatically not because the play is a fiction 
and the audiences' experiences the product of temporary artifice. (And 
all for nothing! For Hecuba?) Their experiences, both emotional and What I want to present here is an interpretation of four passages from 

intellectual, are none the less real, and become part of the real person. the extant dramas of Aeschylus. Our point of departure will be the text 

The experience is not erased when we leave the theatre. Tragedy is only and not any general consideration. I also want to  avoid committing my- 

an illusion in so far as any claim to make sense of all the evils of our life self right at the outset on the question whether we have to exclude the 

is an illusion (and perhaps tragedy does not claim this). The 'tragedies' idea of personal will from the tragedies merely because we do not find 

of real life, unlike those of the stage, are often shapeless, sordid, cap- in them a corresponding term for it. I do want, however, to confess to 

ricious, meaningless. But supposing this to be true (as I do), what then? one belief. It seems to me just as wrong to interpret the great poetry of 

It is not human to be content with this useless, even if ultimate, truth. the Greeks out of the ideas of our times, out of that 'Impertinente 

We must try to understand, to cope, to respond. It is in t h s  attempt ('audacious Proximity') that Nietzsche spoke of, as it is wrong to  regard 

that tragedy - that most great art - has its place. For it gives the hurt- the Greeks as completely different people, severed from our world by 

ful twists of life a shape and meaning which are persuasive, which can an unbridgeable gulf. The Aristotelian golden mean will here too be the 
be lived with. And that endurance and perspective are none the less real. best guide. 
As Gorgias so neatly put it 'the man who is deceived has more wisdom Let us begin with a passage from the Suppliants, a passage to which 

than he who is not.' And so in the end the 'deceit' is true to life and part Professor Snell has also attributed particular significance.' I would like 
of life and makes life the better for it. to emphasise, however, that, if I begin with a scene from the Suppliants, 

By enthralling its audience tragedy unites emotion and meaning so as this does not mean that I have returned to the old view that dated 
to give us an experience whch, by creating a perspective on the mis- the play in an early period. On the ground of the well-known papyrus- 

fortunes of human life, helps us to understand and cope with those mis- fragment of a Didascalia [production record] it seems to me on the 
fortunes. There is nothing new or startling in this conclusion; but if it is Contrary quite inevitable to date the performance of the play in the 

along the right lines there is no harm in its being repeated and rephrased. middle or in the second half of the 460s. 
We are now the audience of Greek tragedy. Are the actions and emotions The situation in the first part of the drama needs no special intro- 

and ideas I have been considering irremediably inaccessible? They still duction. The chorus is formed by the daughters of Danaos, who have 

have the power, surely, to amaze indeed the very faculties of eyes and 
fled Argos from the, impetuous and repulsive wooing of the sons of 
Aigy~tos. (Incidentally, I shall take it for granted that the twelve 
members of the chorus represented all fifty daughters of Danaos.) Near 
the town of Argos, they have taken refuge at a large altar, where the 
images or symbols of a number of gods are combined. The king of the 
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